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Abstract 1
The ventral hippocampus is thought to play a key role in the resolution of approach-avoidance 2 conflict, a scenario that arises when stimuli with opposing valences are present simultaneously. 3
Little is known, however, about the contributions of specific hippocampal sub-regions in this 4 process, a critical issue given the functional and anatomical heterogeneity of this structure. Using 5 a non-spatial cue-based paradigm in rats, we found that transient pharmacological inactivation of 6 ventral CA1 produced an avoidance of a conflict cue imbued with both learned positive and 7 negative outcomes, whereas inactivation of the ventral CA3 resulted in the opposite pattern of 8 behavior, with significant preference for the conflict cue. In contrast, dorsal CA1-and CA3-9 inactivated rats showed no change in conflict behavior. Our findings provide important insight 10 into the functions and circuitry of the ventral hippocampus by demonstrating that the ventral CA1 11 and CA3 subserve distinct and opposing roles in approach-avoidance conflict processing. 12
INTRODUCTION 13
The regulation and successful resolution of approach-avoidance conflict is a ubiquitous dilemma 14 that organisms commonly face. Deciding to approach or avoid requires evaluating the incentive 15 value of environmental stimuli that may be associated with both positive and negative valences. 16
These ambivalent stimuli evoke a state of motivational conflict, which needs to be resolved in 17 order that an effective response can be executed to maintain survival (Miller, 1944) . 18
Despite the prevailing view that the predominant function of the hippocampus (HPC) is in 19 mnemonic processing and/or spatial cognition (O' Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Eichenbaum, 2000) , a 20 significant body of rodent work has pointed towards a role for this structure in processing 21 approach-avoidance conflict (for recent review see Ito and Lee, 2016) . Animal models of 22 approach-avoidance conflict have typically involved the initial establishment of an approach 23 response, followed by the induction of conflict by later punishing the same learned response 24 (Geller and Seifter, 1960; Vogel et al., 1971) or alternatively, taking advantage of conflicting 25 innate behaviours (e.g. desire to explore vs. fear of being in an exposed environment) in 26 ethological tests of anxiety such as the open field test and the elevated plus maze (e.g. Lister, 27 1990 ; Rodgers et al., 1997; Belzung and Griebel, 2001) . HPC lesions typically cause persistence 28 of learned approach responses in the face of punishment (e.g. Kimura, 1958; Isaacson and 29 Wickelgren, 1962; Kimble, 1963) , and an increase in approach behaviour in ethological tests of 30 anxiety (e.g. Bannerman et al., 1999; McHugh et al., 2004; Trivedi and Coover, 2004) . This is 31 also consistent with a substantial body of work showing potentiation of behavioural indices of 32 appetitive motivation in HPC-lesioned animals, which include feeding, cued approach, intra-33 cranial self-stimulation and progressive schedules of food reinforcement ( Crucially, while much work on the role of the HPC in approach-avoidance conflict has 44 focused on its differentiation along the dorsal-ventral axis of this structure, there has been 45 comparatively little insight into potential functional differences along the transverse axis. The 46 dentate gyrus (DG), CA3 and CA1 are three distinct subregions along this axis, and form 47 predominantly unidirectional excitatory circuits, from DG to CA3, and then to CA1 (Amaral and 48 Witter, 1989; Van Strien et al., 2009) . While these subregions can be clearly demarcated on the 49 basis of anatomical, physiological and computational evidence, separating them on the basis of 50 functional evidence has been less straightforward. Existing research exploring the functional 51 dissociations of HPC subfields have largely focused on their role in memory encoding and 52 retrieval, novelty detection and spatiotemporal processes within the dorsal HPC, and attribute 53 overlapping functions to the subregions. The DG has been implicated in novelty/mismatch 54 detection, memory encoding and the ability to discriminate two similar memory representations 55 (i.e. pattern separation). On the other hand, CA1 and CA3 have been implicated in varying 56 degrees of memory encoding, pattern separation and completion (e.g. retrieval of a complete 57 mnemonic representation based on a partial or degraded input) depending on the nature of 58 Barbosa et al., 2012) . Notably, substantially fewer studies have 61 specifically explored the differential functions of these subregions within the ventral HPC. Those 62 that have, have implicated ventral CA3 (vCA3) in spatial and non-spatial novelty detection, and 63 retrieval of contextual fear memory, whereas ventral CA1 (vCA1) has been demonstrated to be 64 crucial for the temporal ordering of olfactory information, non-spatial novelty detection and 65 . To our knowledge, however, the involvement of 71 vCA1 and vCA3 in approach-avoidance behaviour has yet to be explored systematically. 72
The current study sought, therefore, to reveal the differential contributions of rodent 73 vCA1 and vCA3, and dorsal CA1 (dCA1) and CA3 (dCA3) to approach-avoidance conflict 74 processing. To achieve this, we used a novel cue-based approach-avoidance paradigm ( Figure 1 ) 75 that has been recently shown to be sensitive to ventral HPC damage (Schumacher et al., 2016) . In 76 contrast to traditional rodent models of approach-avoidance conflict, a key strength of this task is 77 that it is non-spatial in nature, an important characteristic given the role of the HPC in spatial 78 cognition. Moreover, our paradigm is unique in that it uses learned, as opposed to innate, 79 appetitive and aversive cues, and is able to disentangle the acquisition of incentive values from 80 the expression of motivational conflict. Rats first learned to associate three distinct tactile cues 81 with a positive, negative or neutral outcome. Post-acquisition GABA A and GABA B agonist 82 microinfusions using a muscimol/baclofen (M/B) cocktail were then conducted to selectively 83 inactivate the CA1 or CA3 regions of the dorsal or ventral HPC, prior to an approach-avoidance 84 conflict test in which the appetitive and aversive cues were presented in combination to create 85 motivational conflict, alongside the neutral cue. We report that vCA1 inactivation induced a 86 potentiation of avoidance tendency from the conflict cue, whereas vCA3 inactivation induced the 87 opposite pattern, of increased approach tendency to the conflict cue. In contrast, dCA1 or dCA3 88 inactivation had no impact on conflict behavior. Our results implicate ventral HPC subregions in 89 having bidirectional control over approach-avoidance behaviour in the face of motivational 90 conflict. 91 There were four different phases: Habituation (not shown), in which rodents were exposed to the 93 radial arm apparatus and visuospatial cues. Conditioning, in which rodents learned the outcomes 94 (appetitive, aversive, or neutral) associated with three visotactile cues. To minimise the use of 95 spatial information, the positions of the cues were changed across conditioning sessions, with the 96 maze rotated left or right by varying degrees (60°, 120°, or 180°) between each session, and the 97 approach-avoidance conflict test. More specifically, rats were exposed to two maze arms, one 128 containing the neutral cue and another containing a superimposition of cues that were eventually 129 assigned as appetitive and aversive cues. There were no differences in the time spent exploring 130 the two arms (cues) during this habituation session in any of the dorsal HPC groups (Arm: F(1, 131 33) = 0.75, p = 0.40) or ventral HPC groups (Arm: F(1,33) = 0.36, p = 0.55). Nor were there any 132 significant differences in the exploratory performance of rats assigned to the dorsal HPC groups 133
(Arm x Drug x Group: F(1,19) = 0.27, p = 0.61) or ventral HPC groups (Arm x Drug x Group, 134 F(1, 33) = 1.73, p = 0.20). 135 136
Acquisition tests 137
Rats performed a total of nine conditioning sessions to associate non-spatial cues with an 138 appetitive, aversive or neutral outcome. Learning was assessed by performing a conditioned cue 139 approach-avoidance test after 4 and 8 conditioning sessions, without any drug/saline infusions. 140 ANOVA of the time spent in each of the three arms in the two cue acquisition tests revealed that 141 all rats in the dorsal HPC group acquired the cue-outcome associations successfully by Test 2 142 (Arm: F(2, 38) = 43.22, p < 0.0001; Test: F(1, 19) = 7.77, p = 0.012; Arm x Test interaction: F(2, 143 38) = 11.31, p < 0.0001), with rats spending significantly more time in the appetitive arm 144 Figure 3B ). In addition, there were no pre-157 existing group differences in the acquisition of the three cue-outcome associations (Region: F(1, 158 33) = 1.19, p = 0.28; Drug: F(1,33) = 1.23, p = 0.28; Test x Arm x Drug x Region: F(2,66) = 159 0.58, p = 0.53). 160 standard error values, as well as 95% confidence intervals are reported in Supplemental Table S1 . 165
166

Conflict Test
167
Conflict cue approach-avoidance 168
The conflict test was administered following the successful acquisition of the three cue-outcome 169 associations. The test session involved the rats being allowed to freely explore two arms: 170 combined appetitive and aversive cues in one arm (conflict arm), and neutral cues in another arm 171 (neutral arm), following bilateral microinfusions of drug M/B or saline into target sites. ANOVA 172 of the overall time spent in each of the two arms revealed that rats in all four dorsal HPC groups 173 showed no difference in the time spent exploring the two arms during the conflict test (Arm: 174 F(1,19) = 0.01, p = 0.94, h p 2 = 0.0001), indicating that neither approach, nor avoidance of the 175 conflict cue dominated their behaviour in the face of motivational conflict ( Figure 4A) . 176
Furthermore, the performance of the dCA1-and dCA3-inactivated groups did not significantly 177 differ from that of the saline controls (Arm x Drug x Region, F(1, 19) = 1.73, p = 0.21, h p 2 = 178 0.08). 179
In contrast, ANOVA of the overall time spent in each of the two arms in the four ventral 180 HPC groups revealed significantly altered performance in the conflict test between the vCA1 and 181 vCA3-inactivated groups, and their control groups (Arm x Drug x Region interaction: F(1, 33) = 182 15.30, p < 0.0001, h p 2 = 0.32, Figure 4B ). More specifically, simple main effects analyses 183 revealed a significant main effect of Arm in the vCA1-inactivated (F(1, 33) = 12.71, p < 0.001, 184 h p 2 = 0.28) and vCA3-inactivated (F(1, 33) = 21.68, p < 0.0001, h p 2 = 0.40) groups, but not in 185 either of the saline groups (vCA1: F(1,33) = 0.0001, p = 1.0, h p 2 = 0.0001, vCA3: F(1, 33) = 0.64, 186 p = 0.43, h p 2 = 0.019), indicating that the vCA1-inactivated rats spent significantly less time in the 187 conflict arm (p < 0.001) while vCA3-inactivated rats spent more time in the conflict arm (p < 188 0.001), compared to that in the neutral arm. Furthermore, inactivated vCA1 rats spent 189 significantly more time in the neutral arm compared to their saline control group (p < 0.001), 190 while vCA3-inactivated rats showed a decreased time spent in the neutral arm compared to their 191 saline control group (p = 0.034). Thus, vCA1 inactivation led to increased avoidance tendencies, 192 while vCA3 inactivation led to increased approach tendencies in the face of motivational conflict. 193 Supplemental Table S2 . 202 203
Number of entries into conflict and neutral arms 204
ANOVA of the total number of full body entries made into the conflict and neutral arms during 205 the conflict test in all dorsal HPC groups ( Fig 5A) revealed no significant effects of any kind 206 (Arm (F(1, 19) = 1.86, p = 0.95; Group: F(1, 19) = 1.54, p = 0.36; Arm x Region x Drug F(1, 19) 207 = 0.016, p = 0.9). In contrast, ANOVA of the total number of full body entries made into the 208 conflict and neutral arms during the conflict test in all ventral HPC groups ( Fig 5B) revealed a 209 significant Arm x Region x Drug interaction (F(1, 33) = 5.05, p = 0.031) as well as a significant 210 Arm x Drug interaction (F(1,33) = 7.09, p = 0.012). Subsequent simple effects analyses and 211 pairwise comparison analyses attributed the significant three-way interaction to the number of 212 entries between the conflict and neutral arms being significantly different in vCA1(p = 0.03) and 213 vCA3 drug groups (p = 0.02), with the vCA1-inactivated rats making fewer entries into the 214 conflict arm, and the vCA3-inactivated rats making more entries into the conflict arm, compared 215 to the neutral arm. 216 values, as well as 95% confidence intervals are reported in Supplemental Table S2 . standard error values, as well as 95% confidence intervals are reported in Supplemental Table S3 . 241 242
Novelty Detection Test 243
To rule out alternative explanations of the conflict test data, rats were administered a novelty 244 detection test in the same radial arm maze as that used for the approach-avoidance conflict 245 paradigm, in which they were first allowed to explore two 'familiar' arms and were then exposed 246 to a third 'novel' arm. ANOVA of the time spent exploring the novel vs. familiar arms in the 247 dorsal HPC-manipulated groups ( Figure 7A x Arm interaction (F(1, 30) = 0.21, p = 0.65). Subsequent simple effects analysis revealed the 259 significant Arm x Drug interaction to be due to the saline-infused groups (vCA1(SAL) and vCA3 260 (SAL)) spending significantly more time in the novel arm, relative to the familiar arm (p < 261 0.0001), whereas there was no difference in time spent between the familiar and novel arms for values, as well as 95% confidence intervals are reported in Supplemental Table S4 . Table  289 S5. 290
291
DISCUSSION
292
To our knowledge, we have demonstrated, for the first time, that the vCA1 and vCA3 subregions 293 of the rodent HPC make differential contributions to approach-avoidance conflict processing. 294
Using a non-spatial, learned approach-avoidance paradigm, post-training GABAR agonist-295 mediated inactivation of vCA1 was found to increase avoidance of a cue associated with 296 conflicting valence information whereas inactivation of the vCA3 led to potentiated approach 297 behaviour in the face of motivational conflict. Notably, inactivation of dCA1 and dCA3 had no 298 effect on conflict behaviour. Thus, in keeping with a large body of literature implicating a role for 299 the ventral, but not dorsal, HPC in approach-avoidance conflict processing (Bannerman et al., changes in behaviour on the same two tests when rats received excitotoxic lesions to vDG. Thus, 311 collectively these data implicate a critical role for the vDG in mediating approach-avoidance 312 behaviour under circumstances of innate conflict (e.g. preference for enclosed spaces vs. desire to 313 explore in the elevated plus maze). 314
Our current findings add significantly to this recent work by revealing how other regions 315 within the ventral HPC trisynaptic circuit contribute to approach-avoidance conflict processing, 316 with the vCA3 and vCA1 appearing to play opposing roles. Not dissimilar to the aforementioned 317 findings pertaining to vDG, inactivation of vCA3 was observed to increase the amount of time 318 that rodents spent exploring the maze arm containing the conflict cue, demonstrating potentiated 319 approach tendency in the face of learned motivational conflict. In contrast, vCA1 activation led to 320 the opposite behavioral tendency (avoidance), with rodents spending significantly less time in the 321 conflict cue arm and spending a higher proportion of time in the neutral cue arm. Given that 322 previous findings from our laboratory have shown that ventral HPC lesions do not impair the 323 acquisition of conditioned approach or avoidance behavior (Schumacher et al., 2016) , the present 324 results point to the vCA3 having a critical role in opposing/suppressing approach tendencies 325 specifically in situations of learned approach-avoidance conflict, and the vCA1 in promoting 326
approach behaviour under such conflict. This postulated role of the vCA3 is consistent with the 327 findings of a recent optogenetic and chemogenetic study that observed suppression in feeding and 328
anxiogenesis when the excitatory neurons in the vDG/vCA3 were chemogenetically activated, 329 and conversely, facilitation of feeding when the vDG/vCA3 neurons were chemogenetically 330 inactivated (Sweeney and Yang, 2015) . Together with the plethora of evidence implicating the 331 ventral HPC in suppressing approach responses in the face of a threat to energy homeostasis 332 We speculate that such bidirectional control may be achieved through the vCA3 and 339 vCA1 subfields operating as parts of independent circuits, as opposed to functioning in a serial 340 fashion through a trisynaptic circuit (DG->CA3->CA1), in contrast to the traditional 341 understanding of information flow through the HPC. In fact, the notion that each subregion does 342 not necessarily depend on intrinsic circuitry for serial input is illustrated in studies in which 343 pharmacological disruptions to the DG or CA3 are shown not to have any debilitating effect on 344 place field activity in the CA1 (Mizumori et al., 1989; Brun et al., 2002) . Furthermore, the 345 differential pattern of extrinsic CA3 and CA1 connectivity provides the means by which CA3 and 346 CA1 subregions can function independently of one another. While the CA3 is most known for its 347 intrinsic excitatory associational (CA3-to-CA3) and commissural (CA3 -contralateral CA3 and 348 CA1) connections that constitute an 'auto-associational' network that enables the rapid and for forming a functional pathway that facilitates approach behaviour in the face of environmental 387 uncertainty. This possibility warrants further investigation. 388
One further significant advance that the present study makes is in moving beyond the 389 domain of innate behaviour as assessed by ethological tests of anxiety, to examine HPC sub-390 region contributions to approach-avoidance conflict that arise as a result of learned cue-valence 391 associations. This is an important step since a state of approach-avoidance conflict can often arise 392 in response to stimuli that have no innate value, and for which the associated valences are 393 acquired over time. Notably, we also administered a classic ethological anxiety test, the light-dark 394 box in the current study and found that the pattern of results in the test did not recapitulate the 395 results obtained with the learned approach-avoidance conflict test. Inactivation of both the vCA1 396 and vCA3 regions reduced anxiety, with a visual inspection of the graph depicting the vCA3 397 inactivation to have had a larger effect, with the rats spending more time in the more anxiogenic 398 bright light box, as compared to the dark box. In contrast, the vCA1-inactivated rats appeared to 399 spend equal time in the light and dark compartments. The inability to observe a direct 400 correspondence in our vCA1 and vCA3 inactivation findings across the approach-avoidance 401 conflict task and the dark-light box suggest that innate anxiety and learned approach-avoidance 402 decision making are two dissociable psychological constructs that share some, and not all 403 common neural substrates. In support of this, we have previously observed the manifestation of 404 alterations in learned approach-avoidance conflict behaviour in the absence of concomitant 405 changes in indices of innate anxiety following NAc core inactivation and repeated cocaine 406 exposure (Nguyen et al., 2015; Hamel et al., 2017) . We speculate that while approach-avoidance 407 conflict processing may be a key component of anxiety, it is not the only contributing factor and 408 that dysregulation of other decision-making and motivational processes are likely to contribute to 409 the full spectrum of anxiety-related behaviour. 410
It is important to emphasize that the observed pattern of findings across HPC subregions 411 and along the longitudinal axis cannot be accounted for by other factors including differences in 412 cue acquisition (as discussed earlier), novelty detection or changes to locomotor activity. Firstly, 413
we did not observe any significant changes in spontaneous activity in any of the ventral or dorsal 414 HPC inactivation groups. We also failed to see any differences in the total number of entries 415 made into the conflict and neutral arms between any groups during the conflict test, a measure 416 that is typically sensitive to changes in baseline locomotor activity. Secondly, the fact that 417 inactivation of all dorsal and vCA1 and vCA3 subregions led to a marked impairment in novelty 418 preference cannot fully explain the differential effect of manipulating the ventral and dorsal HPC 419 CA3 and CA1 on learned approach-avoidance conflict behavior. Previous studies have implicated 420 the dorsal HPC to be involved in spatial novelty processing (Lee et al., 2005; Wells et al., 2013) , 421
with one potential caveat that the successful novelty detection/preference requires the intact 422 capacity to process spatial cues, which is also a function that the dorsal HPC is critical in (Moser 423 et al., 1993; Bannerman et al., 1999; ). In the present task, we ensured that animals would be 424 able to make use of both spatial (extra-maze) and non-spatial (intra-maze) cues to perform the 425 novelty preference task, so we could assess the role of the dorsal and ventral HPC subregions in 426 novelty processing per se, and to minimise the potential contribution of confounding factors 427 (impaired spatial/cue processing). Very few studies have directly examined the role of the ventral 428 HPC in novelty processing (Riaz et al., 2017) , but the present findings suggest that the ventral 429 HPC CA3 and CA1subregions are as important as the dorsal HPC in mediating novelty 430 processing. 431
In conclusion, we have provided novel insight into the differential contributions of ventral 432 HPC regions to learned approach-avoidance conflict processing. Specifically, ventral, but not 433 dorsal, CA1 and CA3 appear to play opposing roles in the regulation of with the former 434 facilitating approach and the latter avoidance when an animal is confronted with circumstances of 435 high motivational conflict. Our findings have implications for our current understanding of the 436 role of the HPC in motivational decision making and highlight the importance of considering 437 differences not only along the longitudinal axis but also transverse axis of this structure. Apparatus, Holliston, MA) mounted with a 5 μl Hamilton syringe. A recent finding from our 481 laboratory (Hamel et al., 2017) revealed that a 0.3μl (75ng) infusion of Muscimol/Baclofen 482 induced a discrete 0.3mm radial drug spread/inhibition in the target brain area (nucleus 483 accumbens), as evidenced by a significant reduction in C-Fos activation in the drug-infused, as 484 compared to saline-infused brains. Given that we have used the same dose and volume of 485 muscimol and baclofen in the present study, we have high confidence in the fact that the spread 486 of drug/active radius of inactivation remained well within the confines of targeted subfields (CA3 487 vs. CA1). 488 24 hours prior to the first drug infusion, all rats received a single infusion of 0.9% saline 489 (SAL) bilaterally at 0.3μL/side to acclimatize rats to the infusion procedure, and to minimize the 490 mechanical effects of subsequent drug infusions. During the infusion procedure, rats were lightly 491 restrained, and the stainless-steel dummy cannulae were replaced with 30-gauge injectors 492 (Plastics One, VA, USA) that extended 1mm beyond the guide cannulae. Injectors were 493 connected to a syringe pump (WPI, FL, USA) that infused 0.3μL of the drug cocktail or 0.9% 494 saline, over 1 minute. Injectors were left in place for an additional minute to allow for diffusion 495 of the drug/saline away from the injection site. Rats were returned to their home cage for 10-15 496 minutes before behavioral testing commenced. Behavioral testing for the approach-avoidance conflict task was performed in an automated six-502 arm radial maze as previously described (Med Associates, VT, USA) (Nguyen et al., 2015; 503 Schumacher et al., 2016) . Six identical enclosed arms (45.7 cm length X 16.5 cm height X 9.0 cm 504 width) emanated from a hexagonal central hub, but only three out of the six arms were used 505 throughout testing. Arms contained stainless steel grid floors connected to a foot shock generator 506 and were enclosed by Plexiglas walls and removable lids covered in their entirety with red 507 cellophane to limit the visibility and use of extra-maze cues. Automated stainless steel guillotine 508 doors permitted access to the arms from the hub and vice-versa. The ends of each arm contained a 509 port with a fluid receptacle connected to a syringe that allowed for the delivery of a 20% sucrose 510 solution. A camera mounted above the apparatus was used to record behavioral testing. At the 511 end of each session, the maze was cleaned with ethanol solution to eliminate odor traces and was 512 rotated 60° clockwise to minimize conditioning to extraneous intra-maze cues. 513 514
Preconditioning Habituation 515
Rats were given three habituation sessions, as previously described (Schumacher et al., 2016) . In 516 each session, animals were placed in the central hub for one minute, followed by the opening of 517 all two or three guillotine doors to allow the rats to freely explore the arms for a further five 518 minutes. In the first habituation session, the rats were exposed to all three arms without any cue 519 inserts. In the second habituation session, rats were exposed to three pairs of bar cues (45cm 520 length x 4cm width x 0.5cm height, wood panels varying in color and texture) lining the full 521 length of the sidewall of each of the arms. In this session, the exploration time of each cued arm 522 was recorded to help determine the assignment of valence (appetitive, aversive, neutral) to each 523 cue. Where there were innate preferences for one cue over the others, the most preferred cue was 524 assigned the aversive valence, and the least preferred cue assigned the appetitive valence. During 525 the third habituation session, rats were presented with two sets of cues in two arms, with one of 526 the arms containing a pair of 'to be assigned' neutral cues, as determined from the second 527 habituation session. The other arm contained a combinatorial cue comprised of one bar cue to be 528 associated with appetitive valence and another bar cue to be assigned aversive valence. This 529 session mimicked the conditions of the approach-avoidance conflict test (see section 'Approach-530
Avoidance Conflict Test') in order to eliminate the novelty of experiencing a combinatorial cue. 531
Time spent exploring each cued arm was measured. 532
Non-spatial Mixed Valence Cue Conditioning 533
Cue conditioning sessions were conducted once per day over the course of nine consecutive days. 534
In each conditioning session, rats were first placed in the central hub for 30 seconds followed by 535 two minutes of confinement in each of the three cued arms, with the order of arm presentation 536 counterbalanced across animals, and across sessions. In the arm containing the appetitive cue, rats 537 received four randomly administered aliquots of 0.4ml of 20% sucrose solution, while in the arm 538 with the aversive cue, rats were administered four mild foot shocks (0.5s, 0.25mA -0.30mA) 539 administered at a random inter-shock interval ranging from 15 -25s. In the arm that contained the 540 neutral cue, rats did not experience any reward or shock. Notably, previous work in our lab 541 established that these specific magnitudes of unconditioned stimuli (sucrose and foot shock) were 543 required for the uniform, and balanced development of conditioned approach and avoidance 544 behaviour. To ensure that outcomes were conditioned specifically to the bar cues (and not to any 545 other available intra-maze or extra-maze cues), the placement of the bar cues was 546 counterbalanced across rats, and changed across sessions, and the maze was rotated left or right 547 by varying degrees (60°, 120°, or 180°) between each conditioning session. The entire maze was 548 also covered with red cellophane film to block the visibility of extra-maze cues, while allowing 549 video recording to take place via an infrared camera mounted on the ceiling. 550 551
Conditioned Cue Approach/Avoidance Test 552
Two conditioned cue approach/avoidance tests were conducted, one prior to conditioning session 553 five and another prior to session nine, to demonstrate that the rats had learned the association 554 between cues and their respective outcomes. The testing was identical to habituation session two, 555 with the rats allowed to explore the appetitive, aversive, and neutral cued arms in extinction 556 (without any outcomes) for 5 minutes. The time spent exploring each arm was recorded for each 557 test. Successful acquisition of the cue contingencies was determined as rats spending more time 558 exploring the appetitive cue (conditioned approach) and less time exploring the aversive cue 559 (conditioned avoidance), relative to the neutral cue. 560 561
Approach-Avoidance Conflict Test 562
Prior to the approach-avoidance conflict test, rats that demonstrated successful cue acquisition 563 underwent drug or saline infusion into the target hippocampal area (see section 'Microinfusion 564
Procedure'). During the conflict test (in which 2 maze arms were used), rats were first placed in 565 the central hub for one minute, after which a state of approach-avoidance conflict was induced by 566 presenting the appetitive and aversive cue concurrently in one arm, and presenting the neutral cue 567 in another arm. During this test, two measures were recorded: 1) the total time spent in the 568 conflict arm and neutral arm; and 2) the number of full bodies entries made into each of the two 569 arms. 570 571 572 one arm and presented with an additional arm. Rats were permitted to explore both (familiar) 596 arms for 10 minutes, and the time spent exploring each arm was recorded. If the rats showed 597 similar exploration pattern for both arms, they were tested in the second and final phase. During 598 the test phase, rats were given access to a third "novel" arm and to the two familiar arms for 5 599 minutes. Time spent exploring each arm was recorded, and an average for the time spent 600 exploring the two familiar arms was calculated for comparison with the novel arm. Bimeda-MTC, ON, Canada) and transcardially perfused with 0.9% saline and 4% 613 paraformaldehyde. Brains were removed and stored overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde, followed 614 by 30% sucrose for an additional 48 hours. Brain tissue was then frozen and sliced (50μm) using 615 a freezing microtome, mounted onto slides and stained with cresyl violet, to be viewed under the 616 microscope for verification of correct cannula and injector tip placement. Based on the Paxinos 617 and Watson brain atlas (1998), rats with misplaced cannulae and injector tips that extended 618
